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An affine algebraic group G defined over an algebraically closed field k of 
characteristic 0 is said to act prehomogeneously on :in affine variety W defined over 
k if G has an open dense orbit in W; the orbit is necessarily unique so we indicate 
it by o(G). When W is the variety of points of a finite dimensional k-vector space V 
(say W = A(V)) and G is a closed subgroup o GL(V), we say that V is a 
prehomogeneous vector space for G. See [S]. The basic facts concerning affine 
algebraic group actions on varieties may be found in [l, Ch. I, 511. G acts on r(W) 
by Ag(f) = fog” for all g E G and f E r(W). If V is a prehomogeneous 
vectorspace for G and there exists a non-constant semi-invariant form P E 
r(A(V)) for the action of G (i.e., there exists P E r(A(V))’ = Sk (V*)’ the forms of 
degree r, such that P(gX) = x(g)P(X) for some character x : G ---, k . for all g E G 
and X e V), then o(G)c V - 2((P)), the complement of the hypersurface deter- 
mined by P. When G is a connected group, G acts upon each irreducible closed 
subset, a variety, of Z(P) = {X E V 1 P(X) = 0}, the singular hypersurface of the 
prehomogeneous vector space V. 
Two examples illustrate the main result. 
(i) Let V = k”, Sk (V*) = f (A(V)) z k [ Y1, Y2,. . . , Y,] the polynomial algebra 
on Yi E V*, wherej Yi (X) = Xi E k and g = (gij) E GL(V) acts canonically on V 
and on V’ by gX = (Zywlg,xj) for X = (xi)E V and AgYi = Yi og-‘. Let G(Y,)= 
((gv)EGL(n,k)lglj =O, 2s j e 4. 
Clearly V is a prehomogeneous vector space for G ( Y1) with o(G ( Yl)) = 
(XEV]Y,(X)= x l # 0). Y1 CT Sk (V *)I is a semi-invariant linear form for % (Y 1); 
AgY, = g ;; Y,. Z( Y1) has eraTpty intersection with o(G (Yl)). Let S (Yl) = 
{(g~j)EGL(n,k)lgll=l, glj ~0 for 2sj s n}; S(Y,) is a closed subgroup of 
GL(n, k), Y1 is fixed under S,Y,) and S(Y,) acts prehomogeneously on z(Yd. 
o(S(YI)) = Z(Y,)-{0}, where th\e last “0” is the closed point in 
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(ii) Let V = M,(k) be the vector space of n x n matrices over k for n Z+ 3. 
Consider irreducible representations of SL(2, k) on k”,.. the representation of
highest weight (n - 1)h ; SL(2, K) wilt always be considered with this representa- 
tion, so that we are taking SL(2, k) as a closed subgroup of GL(n, k). For this 
example, we take two algebraic subgroups Gi, i = 1,2, of GL(V); G1 is isogenous to 
k * x SL(n, k) x SL(2, k) and Gz is isogenous to k ’ x SL(n, k) x SL(n, k); see [S, p. 
4311. The action of G, on V is given by prescribing (c, g, h)X = cgXk^’ where c is a 
scalar multiplier and the product gXh_’ is a matrix product. Gi leaves the form 
determinant E r(V)” semi-invariant,; precisely, determinant o(c, g, h)-* = ten de- 
terminant. The connected subgroup of Ga corresponding to1 X SL(n, k) x SL(n, k) 
is the closed connected subgroup S(det) of GL(V) fixing determinant. o(Gi) = 
V - 2 (determinant)*. G1 does not act prehomogeneously on Z(determinant), 
whereas S(det) acts >rehomogeneously on Z(determinant). Indeed the G1 = 
k ‘I,, . S (det) orbits a;se precisely the matrices, elements of V, of a given rank [S, p. 
4321. 
Definitions and main results 
Let V be a a prehomogeneous vector space for G and assume that G admits a 
non-constant semi-invariant form P of degree r. Define G(P) = 
{g E GL( V) /3c, E k ’ such that hg (P) = ceP} and S(P) = {i E GL( V) 1 A, (P) = 
P}. G(P) and S(P) are closed subgroups of GL(V) defined over a finitely 
generated extension of the rational numbers containing the coefficients of P. 
Moreover, G(P) ,> G and V is a prehomogeneous vector space for G(P). The Lie 
algebras L (G (P)) and L (S(P)) of G(P) and S(P) are characterized by 
and 
L(G(P))= (A EL(GL(V))ID(A)(P)= cAP for some cA E k} 
(1) L(S(P))= {A E L(GL(V))( D(A)(P)= 0) 
where D(A) is the k-derivation of degree 0 of Sk (V*) defined by specifying 
D(A)(Y) = Y * ( - A) for all Y E V* and all A E L (GL(V)). Here we are using 
the canonical homomorphism between L (GL( V)) and the k-derivations sf degree 
0 of Sk (V*), via D [1, Ch I, §3.1 and 3.61. Since P is a form, L(G(P))= 
klv @ L(S(P)) and hence G(P)‘, the connected identity component of G(P), is 
isogenous to k ‘Iv x S(P)” where S(P)’ is the connected identity component of 
S(P). 
emem. Let P be a non-constant homogeneous polynomial on a sector space V 
et S(P) denote the subgroup of GL( V) fixing P and let G(P) * k ‘Iv . S(P). 
has a dense orbit in V, then S(P)’ has a ense orbit in each irreducible 
component of Z(P) = {X E V 1 P(X) = 0). 
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Corollary. With assumptions as above, G(P)’ has an open dense orbit in each 
irreducible closed subset of 2 (PI. In particular, if-P is an irreducible form, G (P) and 
S(P) act prehomogeneously on Z(P). 
Proof of the Corollary. The G(P)’ orbits contain the S(P)” orbits. For any 
alg kaic group acting morphically on a variety, the orbits are open in their 
closures; [I, Ch. I, §l.S]. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let 2 be a subvariety of A(V); 2 = Z(p) where p is a prime 
ideal of Sk (V*). Let X be a closed point # 0 of 2 and let T, (2) indicate the 
tangent space to 2 at X. ‘I’, (2) is a subspace of T, (A(V)); the latter is isomorphic 
to V. If G acts on 2, then the orbit morphism of X in 2 under G, 
orb(G)(X): G -2 
g H g(X) = gX is given by the comorphism 
r(orb(G)(X)): r(Z) = Sk (V*)/p+ r(G) = r(GL(V))/q 
Yi mod p n 2 XiWij mod Q. 
j-1 
q above is the prime ideal and co-ideal defining G and X is given by Yi (X) = xi E k 
and Wij E r(GL(V)) are the coordinate functions on GL(V) determined by the 
choice of basis coordinate functions Yi E Sk (V*). Associated to orb(G)(X) we 
have the linear mapping of the tangent spaces 
‘I’(orb(G)(X)): L(G)+‘& (2) 
A wA(X)=AX; 
here X is considered as a point of V and A as a linear endomorphism of V. 
‘Pl’$re theorem’s proof uses the characterization (1) of L(S(P)) and the following 
criterion. In the proof we establish the connection between orb(G)(X) and 
T(orb(G)(X)). 
Lemma. Let G be a closed connected subgroup of GL(V) acting on a subvariety 
Z c A(V) and let X E Z be a simple point. The G-orbit of X, the image of ohe 
morphism orb(G)(X), is open dense in Z if and only if T(orb(G)(X)) is surjective. 
The proof of the lemma proceeds as follows. The G orbit of X is open dense in 2 
iff orb(G)(X) is a dominant morphism. orb(G)(X) is a dominant morphism iff 
r(orb(@)(X)) is an injective homomorphism of affine k-algebras [3]. Let m be the 
maximal ideal of X in T(Z), let tt be the maximal ideal of I in T(G). 
f (orb(G) (X))-’ (n) = m since k is algebraically clost,d. Pience r(orb(G)(X)) is 
injective iff 
r(orb(G) (X))x., : r(Z), + r(G), 
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the induced k-homomorphism of regular local k-algebras is injective. Set IIJ = 
mr(Z),, and g = @(G),. Let coordinates in V be chosen such that r(Z) = 
k[Y1,..., Y,]/p, a set of generators of IIJ in r(Z), is {Y - xi j, p 11 e i s n}, and a 
set of generators of c in r(G), is { W,j - &j + q 116 i, j < n}. 
We may assume that regular systems of parameters' for these local rings are the 
subsets R(X) = { Yi - xi + p ] 16 i 6 d}, where d = dim(Z), and R (I) = 
(Wij-&j +ql(i,j)EL) with L C((i,j)ll 6 i, j s”n}. R(X) is a system of linearly 
independent generators of g in q~ - TIJ~; similarly for R(I). A computation of 
r(orb(G)(X))x, 1 gives 
Yi-X* +PH 2 q(Wij-&j)+q; lsi GyC. 
j-1 
By [2], the k -subalgebras of r(Z); and r(G), (respectively) generated by the 
regular systems R(X) ant”’ J(I) respectively are polynomial algebras over k. We 
have the following comml tative mapping diagram, where the vertical arrows are 
inclusions: 
r(3)ln 
WWGWWx,r 
- r(G), 
5 5 
k[Yj-Xj+p;l=i=d]M rx’r k[W*j-&j +q;(i,j)EL] 
where rx,* is induced by the k -linear mapping on the k -subspaces of degree 1, 
namely 
& k(Yj -Xi +p)a 
(9L ( k Wij - &j + 9) i=l . . 1. 
given by 
j such that 
(i,j)EL. i fixed 
Now r(orb(G)(X)),, is injective if and only if rX.I is injective. The “only if” 
xj(Xj -aij)+q* 
implication is clear. On the other hand, for the “if”, a I’(orb(G)(X))x,I kernel a, a 
prime ideal contained in e must intersect k[ Yi - xi + p; 1 e i s d] = k [Y, - xr + p; 
1 s i s n] non-trivially if a # (0). This contradicts the injectivity of &r. I’x,r is a 
mapping of k -polynomial algebras induced by the k -linear mapping A,,, on forms 
of degree 1; hence rx,r is injective iff A x,r is injective. However, R (X) induces a 
basis for y/b2 and R(1) induces a basis for tt/~~. m/q* is the co-tangent space to 2 
at X; g/a” is the co-tangent space to G at I and we have 
- &j + q mod g”) 
:J such that 
(i,, )E I., i fixed 
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injective iff A x,I is injective. But cot x,1 is injective iff its k-dual is surjective. But 
clearly the k -dual of cotx,I is 
T(orb(G)(X)): L(G)+T, (2) 
AwAX. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
NOW let Der P = {D(A)(P) 1 A E L (GL(V))}; then L (S(P)) is characterized by 
the following short exact sequence of &-vector spaces. 
0 O-+L(S(P))s L(GL(V))z DerP+O. 
For a simple point X in an irreducible component ZO of the hypersurface Z
((P - P(X))), TX (&), the tangent space to ZO at X is c aracterized by the following 
short exact sequence of k-vector spaces, 
O-*Tx(Zo)~Tx(A(V))& k -0 
where +x = (eval. at X)4( ,(P - P(X)) with Dv equal to the k-derivation of 
degree - Ionr(V)=&(V*)definedby&(Y)= - Y(U)for Y E V*.Notethat 
for X E V, A E L(GL(V)) = Endr, (V), 
4x(AX) = 
= 
(eval. at X)oDAx(P - P(X)) 
(eval. at X) (2 8P/6Yi l DAX (Yi)) 
i=l 
(eval. at X) (2 W/6Yi l Yi (- AX)) 
i==l 
2 ~P/~ui(X)* Yi(-AX) 
(eval. at X)(D (A )P). 
Hence, for a simple point X of &, we have a morphism of short exact sequences: 
04 L(S(P))a L(GL(V))s Der P 40 
(4) evW I (1) evW I (3 
.eval. at X = e(X) 
where for i = and the last vertical arrow e( 
“evaluation at X” mapping. ev(X)(Z) is surjective by the lemma since X is not the 
0 point in V. Since X is a simple point of &, e(X) H .surjective. By the lemma, the 
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conciusion of the theorem is equivalent to ev(X) (1) surjective for X simple in 
2((P)). We apply the Snake Lemma [4] to (4) obtaining the exact sequence below. 
O-,Kerev(X)(t)s l&w(X)(2) D( wp’x*“, Kere(X)-e. l 
l l l & coker ev(X)(l) inclus. coker ev(X)(2)-. . * 
l l . - coker e (X)+ 0. 
We have coker ev(X)Q) = 0. The conclusion of the theorem is equivalent to coker 
ev(X)(I) = 0. By the long sequence, this is equivalent to 
D( wx.~ : Kc .r ev(X)(2)+ Ker e (X) 
being a surjective k-vector space mapping. However, Ker ev(X)(2) = L GL( V), = 
{A E L(GL(V)) 1 AX = 0) is the Lie algebra of the isotropy subgroup GL(V)x of 
GL(V), the subgroup fixing X. Ker e(X) = {D(A)(P)E Sk (V*)c 1 D(A)(P)(X) = 
0). D( )(P)*,* is just the mapping 
UGL(V)x)+{D(A)(P)ID(A)(P)(X)=O~ 
An D(A)(P), 
namely, the restriction of D ( )(P) to L @L(V)*). 
Now, for c E k ‘, L GL(V)x = I, GL( VXx and Ker e (X) = Ker e (cX); these 
follow from identities AcX = cAX and D(A)(P)(cX) = c’D(A)(P)(X), respec- 
tively. L GL(V)x and Ker e (X) induce vector bundles on an open subset of 
P(A(V)), the full projective variety of dimension - 1 associated to V. The open 
subset is the complement of the proper projective closed set given by the 
homogeneous ideal (Der P) generated by the k -subspace Der P e Sk (V*)‘. Let 
(SP) denQte the (homogeneous) ideal generated by the partial derivatives of P. 
Cleailly,‘@er P) c (SP); hence if PZ(p) denotes the projective closed set associated 
to the homogeneous ideal p s Sk (V*), we have PZ((Der P)) ,> PZ((6P)). 
Lemtia. For Q form P, PZ((Der P)) = rqZ((SP)). 
Proof. For each r, m such that 1~ r; m G n, 3A (r, m) E L GL(V) sue 
D(,4 (r, m))Yr = Y,,, and D(A(r, m))Yj = 0 for j# r- D(A)P = 
ZdP/SyiD(A)(Yi); hence D(A(r,m))(P)= t3P/i3Y, l Y,. Let X EA(V)-{O} 
represent a point of PZ((Der P)). We may assume that for some m, Y,,, (X) = 1. 
Therefore 0 = D(A (r, m))(P)(X) = 8P/6Y, (X)Y#,, (X) = 8P/IsY, (X) for each r. 
) induce vector 
CIpundles on the open subset a quasi-projective ariety. Also 
D( )(P)x,o is a morphism of these vector bundles: Since G(P) = k ‘I, . S(P), the 
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hypothesis that G(P) acts prehomogeneously on V implies that S(P) acts 
prehomogeneously on each Z((P - c)) for c # 0. Thus the vector bundle cokernel 
(D( )(P)X,O) has fibre 0 on a dense open subset of P(A(V)) - PZ((6P)). Thus 
cokernel (D( )(P)& is the O-bundle on P(A(V)) - PZ((W)), and therefore 
cokemel (D( )(P)& is 0 for all X E A(V) - Z((6P) - (0). This establishes the 
theorem. 
The result is readily demonstrated in example (i). There G = G(P); S(P) = 
{(gij)ErJL(&k)/gl*= 19g*j = 0,2 s j s n}. One has for a “much smaller” group H 
as a given that V is prehomogeneous for H with H admitting P = I’, as a 
semi-invariant. For example, take 23 = {(gij ) E GL(n, k ) 1 g 1 1 E k ‘, g li = 0,2 s j s n, 
gil E k for 2 s i G n and g,m 
orbit for H is A(V)- Z(Y,), 
= S,, for 2 s r, m s YO Note that the open dense 
but in Z(YJ every point is fixed by H. 
*Remarks. Our proof actually establishes the following. 
Theorem 2. If V is a prehomogeneous vector space for G(P), then for each c E k, 
every simple point X# 0 of Z((P - c)) has an S(P)” orbit which is Zariski open dense 
in the irreducible component containing if. In particular the simple points are S(P)’ 
orbits in the irreducible components of the Z((P - c )). 
The result does not, however, establish that G(P) acts with open orbit 
A(V) - Z(P); see [5, p. 4421. Also, large classes of examples with the additional 
hypothesis that G is reductive lead to a conjecture that S(P)’ acts so that its orbits 
in Z(P) are the Zariski open dense subsets consistins of the non-singular points of 
the irreducible components of the algebraic sets Z((SjP)), j = 0, 1, . . . 9 r - 1 where 
(8jP) is the ideal of Sk (V*) generated by the jth partial derivatives of P. (ii) gives 
strong evidence of this; also see [S, pp. 438 to 4411. 
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